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PROLOGUE



Ronald Reagan becomes President

United States’ strategy for countering ICBM threat:

MUTUALLY ASSURED  DESTRUCTION: MAD!

Cold War was raging. Principal threat to U.S. 
perceived to be atomic attack by intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM).

January 1981



Proposal: develop space-based  weapons

March 24, 1983 President Reagan addresses missile threat



Goal: to create satellite-borne weapons capable of  
destroying targets anywhere on Earth at the speed of light,

Method: develop a new class of futuristic weapons such as: 
X-ray lasers, high power chemical lasers: neutral and 
charged high-energy particle beams. . . .

Program title: THE STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)

Commonly known as:  STAR WARS



Conclusion: none of the proposed SDI techniques was feasible 
        
          Reference: Rev. Mod. Phys. 59, S1 – July 1987 
.

Public information on the new  technologies was lacking.  

The APS commissioned a study of SDI. Co-chairs:
 
   Nicholas Bloembergen, Harvard University

   Kumar Patel, Bell Laboratories.  



In the following decades, missile defense against ICBMS  

focused on intercepting missiles in mid course.

Two impediments stymied progress:

-Development of multiply independent  targeted warheads
    (MIRVs) : many warheads from a single ICBM

-Ease of deploying decoys



November, 2000: George W. Bush elected president.  

December 16, 2000 he presents his first Cabinet appointment.

Secretary of State:  Colin Powell.  



NY Times. Dec. 17,  2000



 From Powell’s comments: 

 “The President-elect has made a commitment to national  

missile   defense. I have watched the debates for national  

missile defense for  many, many years, and I think a national  

missile defense is an essential part of our overall strategic force  

posture . . .”



The Administration’s  strategy was called  
Boost Phase Intercept (BPI)

Disadvantage: 
It must be deployed quickly, leaving 

no time to call Washington. 

Little was known about BPI but the NY Times had 
published a short article on July 17, 2001

Advantage
The missile is intercepted in the boost 

phase when it is moving relatively slowly and before 
it can launch decoys



In the spring of 2002  the American Physical Society 
commissioned a study of the feasibility of BPI. The study 
was on the technical  issues involved. The report was 
published in 2004.  

Other public information about BPI: essentially NONE
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Ballistic Missile Basics

Short and intermediate range, < 5,500 km

Intercontinental range  (ICBM),  > 5,500 km

Types of ICBMs  
 Liquid-propellant, burn time 4-5 minutes  
 Solid-propellant, burn time 2-3 minutes  

Phases of Missile 
Flight



Boost-Phase Intercept  
Systems Studied

• Kinetic-kill weapons based on land, sea and air

• Kinetic-kill  weapons based on satellites



Global Geography Determines  
the Chance to Intercept

Liquid-propellant 
ICBM from North 

Korea

Solid-propellant 
ICBM from Middle 

East



Visualizing the Intercept



Visualizing the Intercept



Time is the Crucial Factor for BPI

Approximate timelines for intercepting missiles to
the U.S. from N. Korea or Iran

Maximum time to intercept in boost phase



Key Issues for Boost-Phase Intercept

ICB boost phases are short 
 defense has little time to decide 
 interceptors have little time to reach target

ICBMs in powered flight accelerate unpredictably: 
 burn variations, programmed evasion;

Geographical constraints require high interceptor speeds 
 intercept points in North Korea and Iran are likely 
 to be 400km and 1000km from intercept point. 



The Study Group’s Approach

Adopted threat estimates in recent National Intelligence 
Estimates and Congressional testimony by NIC staff

Made generally optimistic assumptions 
-Assumed defenders would have technologies developed in 10 years 
-Set aside battle management, communications, counter measures, etc.

Constructed computer models of missiles, missile tracking systems, 
   interceptors and kill vehicles.

Carried out simulations to determine required performance. 



ICBMs Fly in Unpredictable Ways

Possible flyout trajectories for solid-propellant missile



Interceptors Must Accelerate  
 Much Faster Than Missiles

acceleration profiles



Hitting the ICBM Requires Highly Capable Kill 
Vehicles

• The kill vehicle must have  
– Passive infrared, optical, and UV sensors
– Active sensors such as LIDAR
– Adequate total divert capability (2.0 to 2.5 km/s)
– Sufficient acceleration for the endgame (15 g)
– Fast guidance and control and quick dynamic response  

(0.1 s or less total lag)

• Kill vehicles with these capabilities would be relatively 
heavy (90–140 kg)



Reaching the Target Demands  
Large, Fast Interceptors

5 km/s  6.5 km/s   10 km/s



Implications of Time Constraints

The very short time available to complete the intercept 
poses significant command-and-control issues—

– There would generally be too little time to determine 
whether the rocket is an attacking ICBM, a theater 
ballistic missile, or a rocket launching a satellite

– Consequently, interceptors would have to be fired 
whenever a large rocket in powered flight is 
detected, without waiting until the nature of the 
rocket or its trajectory is established



Azimuths from North Korea to the U.S.



Regional Geography Determines How 
Close Interceptors Could Be Based

Liquid-propellant ICBM from  
North Korea to Fairbanks

Liquid-propellant ICBM from 
North Korea to Boston



Regional Geography Determines How 
Close Interceptors Could Be Based

Solid-propellant ICBM from  
North Korea to Fairbanks

Solid-propellant ICBM from 
North Korea to Boston



Regional Geography Determines How 
Close Interceptors Could Be Based

Solid-propellant ICBM from  
North Korea to Fairbanks

Solid-propellant ICBM from 
North Korea to Boston



Iran and Surrounding Countries



Regional Geography Determines How 
Close Interceptors Could Be Based

Liquid-propellant ICBM from Iran 
to the Lower 48 States

Solid-propellant ICBM from Iran 
to the Lower 48 States



Regional Geography Determines How 
Close Interceptors Could Be Based

Defense with two interceptor launching sites



Boost-Phase Intercept Defense  
Using Space-Based Interceptors

• A system of interceptors based on satellites could 
potentially defend the U.S. against missiles launched from 
anywhere on Earth.

• Such a system could also defend the U.S. against 
unauthorized or accidental missiles launches.  



BPI Mass, Range, and Constellation Size as 
Functions of Flyout Velocity



Space-Based BPI 

A space-based BPI system would require a huge 
number of satellite-based interceptors. 

Defense against solid rocket missiles would 
require at least 1,600 interceptors, each at 840 kg, 
for a minimum mass in orbit of 2,000 tonnes.

This mass would require a 5- to 10-fold increase 
in annual U.S. space launch capability



Boost-Phase Intercept Defense  
Using the Airborne Laser

Assumed performance 
•3 MW in 1.2 m diam. beam
•Tracking capability with adaptive optics
•Dwell time up to 20 seconds

Assumed required fluence  
       liquid- 32 MJ/m^2  
       solid- 240 MJ/m^2



The Airborne Laser Would Have  
Limited Range Against ICBMs

Solid-propellant 
ICBM from Iran

Solid-propellant ICBM 
from North Korea



Shortfall Would Be Difficult to Manage

• Preventing a missile’s munitions from impacting their target could 
cause live nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons to impact populated 
areas short of their target, in the United States or other countries

• Timing intercepts accurately enough to avoid causing this would be 
very difficult, if it is possible at all

• An alternative would be to design the interceptor to destroy all 
warheads or submunitions, but this is likely to be difficult

      
     When a missile is intercepted, its warhead is unlikely 
     to be damaged. It will fall short and can detonate on 
     Canada or  the U.S. or, from Iran, on Western Europe.



Countermeasures to 
Boost-Phase Intercept

There are countermeasures for all defense systems.

For BPI, the leading countermeasure is to launch 
a salvo of ICBMs 



Release of the Report

The Missile Defense Agency was briefed before public 
release

The report was released early in 2004 



Possible impact of APS Study

(excerpt from)



CBO STUDY, July, 2004



CBO STUDY, July, 2004

Differing conclusions about defense against liquid-propellant missiles

   CBO: optimistic about defense of Iran using ground sites in Iraq and
          Turkmenistan
          
   APS: defense of liquid-propellant missile possible, but cautions 
            about need for base in “unusual locations”

Differing conclusions about defense against solid-propellant missiles

   CBO: no discussion
          
   APS: defense not possible



Comments from the Physics 
Commmunity

Physics Today, July 2004, letters on the study

Dean Wilkening: feasibility of N. K. defense with airborne  interceptors

Richard Garwin: possibility of zero decision time

                            feasibility of early warning radar

                            usefulness of a limited missile defense system

Michael Levi: suggestion of firing salvo of interceptors immediately,

                        without waiting to obtain tracking information

Trueman Hunter: report exaggerates difficulties 



Epilogue: 2020

The  time-honored strategy   MAD!

Nuclear deterrence today



End of Presentation


